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Abstract

The panorama cameras onboard the Yutu Rover of the Chang’E-3 lunar mission acquired
hundreds of high-resolution color images of the lunar surface and captured the ﬁrst in situ lunar opposition
effect (OE) since the Apollo era. We extracted the phase curve and the color ratio in three bands with the
phase angle range from 2° to 141°. Photometric inversions using the Hapke model reveal that submicroscopic
dusts are present in the landing area and both the coherent backscattering and the shadow hiding are
responsible for the strong OE. Compared with spaceborne measurements, the grains in the landing site are
brighter, more transparent, and appear to be better crystallized than the average maria basaltic grains.
The results show that the phase-reddening effect appears to be present in the in situ phase curves. The current
phase curve can be used as the ground-truth validations of any future spaceborne phase curve measurement
over the landing site region.

1. Introduction
Optical measurements of the Moon can be categorized into three broad types: spectroscopic, polarimetric,
and photometric measurements [e.g., Ohtake et al., 2013; Dollfus and Bowell, 1971; Shkuratov et al., 2011,
2015]. Compared with the spectroscopic features which reveal mineral and chemical compositions, the
phase curve, and especially the opposition effect (OE), is more sensitive to regolith’s physical properties
including particle size distributions, grain transparency, porosity, and packing structures [e.g., Hapke,
2012; Hapke et al., 2012; Shkuratov et al., 2011]. The most prominent feature of the lunar OE is a nonlinear
surge toward the opposition at small phase angles, and it may be caused by the shadow hiding opposition
effect (SHOE) and/or the coherent backscattering opposition effect (CBOE). Photometric models have
been developed to quantitatively retrieve regolith’s physical properties from measured phase curves
[e.g., Hapke, 2012; Shkuratov et al., 2011]. During the last two decades, many spaceborne measurements
of the lunar phase curve such as the Clementine [Buratti et al., 1996], the Moon Mineralogy Mapper
[Kaydash et al., 2013a], the Kaguya [Yokota et al., 2011], and the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
[Sato et al., 2014] missions have become available. In contrast, in situ quantitative digital measurement
of the lunar phase curve had never been carried out until the successful landing of the Chang’E-3 (CE3)
mission in northern Mare Imbrium near 340.49°E and 44.12°N in December 2013 [Xiao et al., 2015]. The Yutu
Rover roved more than 100 m (with a ﬁnal resting place 22 m away from the lander) from 15 December 2013
to 14 January 2014, and its onboard panorama cameras performed the ﬁrst quantitative measurement
of the lunar phase curve using its panoramic capability, including the ﬁrst in situ OE measurement since
the Apollo era.
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In this letter, we ﬁrst describe the panoramic camera (PCAM) measurement of the phase curve and the
calibration procedures in section 2. Then in section 3 photometric inversions using the Hapke model are
presented. We also compare the ﬁtting parameters of the in situ measurement with that derived from remote
measurement by the LRO instrument [Sato et al., 2014] in section 4. Possible phase-reddening effects are
discussed in section 5. Conclusion and summary are given in section 6.
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Figure 1. The study area of the phase curve. (a) Orthorectiﬁed image of the landing area taken by the Landing Camera. The
lander position and the rover’s path are indicated. The inset is a Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera image taken on
17 February 2014 showing the increased surface albedo after landing. E, S3, N203, and N205 mark the VNIS measurement
locations. (b) DEM of the study region. C1, C2, and C3 are the three tiny craters also indicated in Figure 2.

2. Instrument, Measurement, and Phase Curve Extractions
Figure S1 in the supporting information is an image of the Yutu Rover taken by the CE3 lander shortly after
rover deployment. On top of the mast are two panoramic cameras (PCAMs) and two navigation cameras (NCAMs)
with alternating arrangement as indicated by the white arrows (the arrangement is PCAM 1 (P1), NCAM 1 (N1),
PCAM 2 (P2), and NCAM 2 (N2)). Both PCAMs can rotate in horizontal (0–360°) and vertical (30–0°) directions
and the pointing directions in horizontal of the two always turn to each other by 1° so part of their scenes
overlaps. The speciﬁcations of the PCAMs are summarized in Table S1 in the supporting information.
Figure 1a displays the landing site vicinity observed by the landing camera on board the CE3 lander during
the ﬁnal descent stage. Node E, Node S3, Node N203, and Node N205 are locations where four visible-nearinfrared spectroscopic (VNIS) measurements were carried out. Figure 1b is the digital elevation model (DEM)
of the landing area, and it shows that this region is macroscopically ﬂat with the maximum and minimum
height of 2613.22 and 2619.97 m respectively, with respect to the average radius of the Moon, which is
1737.4 km. Figure 2 displays the strong OE centered around the shadow of the rover mast captured by the
P1. This image is a mosaic of 16 overlapping level 2C images (see below) that form a circular area with
~20 m diameter as indicated by the white circle in the inset of Figure 1a. The three tiny craters, C1, C2, and
C3, as indicated in Figures 1 and 2, are used to locate the study area where the in situ phase curve was

Figure 2. The study area of the phase curve imaged by the PCAM (P1). This image is a mosaic of 16 overlapping images that
form a circular area with ~20 m diameter as indicated by the white circle in the inset of Figure 1a. The lunar opposition
effect is seen centered around the shadow of the P1 camera. The three small craters circled by red ovals are used to identify
the study areas shown in Figures 1a and 1b. When these images were taken, the distance of the rover to the lander was
44 m and the rover coordinate was (340.490561°E, 44.118516°N). The average solar incident angle was 70°.
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extracted. Obviously, the lunar surface that shows the strong opposition surge is located in the region
between Node N203 and N205 and is relatively far from the landing engine blown site. Even so, the blowing
may still signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the phase function of the lunar surface, as indicated by earlier studies
[Kaydash et al., 2013b; Shkuratov et al., 2013].
The PCAM data products provided by the payload team consist of the sequence of level 0 (L0) to level 2 (L2)
images. A detailed description of the data products can be found in Tan et al. [2014], and the following is a brief
summary. The L0 data correspond to the raw signals measured, whereas the L1 data are the frame transformed
from the original L0 data by format processing, and the unit becomes digital number (DN). L2A data are then
obtained after performing dark current subtraction and ﬂat ﬁelding corrections using calibration matrices
measured in preﬂight experiments. In addition, information including gain and exposure time is added. The
L2B data in DN are obtained by adding geometric information to the corresponding L2A data. The geometric
information includes the solar zenith angle, solar azimuth angle, the exterior orientation elements T1, and
the inner orientation elements T2. Finally, the L2C data are obtained after performing color calibrations.
To extract the phase curve from the images and perform quantitative photometric analysis, the reﬂectance
value, the phase angle, and the viewing zenith (or emergence angle) of each pixel should be obtained. We ﬁrst
notice that the vector from the pixel to the camera can be calculated with given T1 and T2 by using the collinearity equation and thus the emergence angle is obtained. Next, the vector from the pixel to the Sun can be easily
calculated with known values of solar zenith angle and solar azimuth angle. Then the phase angle α, which is the
angle between these two vectors, of every pixel can be obtained using simple vector algebra. We plot the phase
angle as contour map and lay it on top of Figure 2 (notice that the original image of Figure S2 in the supporting
information is a single frame of the 16 images that formed Figure 2). Although the minimum phase angle in
Figure 2 is about 1.5°, the fuzzy nature of the rover shadow edges may complicate the brightness retrieval near
0° and thus the region within the red lines in Figure S2 is excluded in phase curve extractions. For this reason the
minimum phase angle in the retrieved phase curve is truncated to 2°. To retrieve the phase curve over larger
phase angle ranges, we used 12 L2B images captured by the P1. To reduce albedo variations at the same phase
angles caused by surface heterogeneities and inhomogeneities, we averaged the DN values of pixels within 1°
phase angle. The accurate extraction of the phase curve would require two additional conditions. The ﬁrst one
is that the PCAMs have accurate attitude parameters. The second one is that the measured terrain is ﬂat and
homogeneous. The ﬁrst condition is satisﬁed as when the contour plot of the phase angles computed by this
approach is laid on top of the original imagery, it is found that the constant phase angle levels form concentric
rings centered around the opposition (the center of P1’s shadow), as shown in Figure S2. Thus, the algorithms
used to compute the emergence angles should be valid. The second condition is also satisﬁed as we have shown
earlier in Figure 1b that the region under study is rather ﬂat. After averaging pixels having the same phase angle,
the residual topography effect will be smoothed out. In addition, pixels containing resolvable fragments and tiny
craters are excluded in phase curve extractions to ensure the homogeneity of the observed region.
Each L2B frame contains 2352 by 1728 pixels and consists of four color bands (with the approximate center
wavelengths indicated in parenthesis) with Bayer ﬁlter (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayer_ﬁlter) mosaic
arrangement: red (640 nm), green (540 nm), green (540 nm), and blue (470 nm) [Ren et al., 2014]. To
compensate for the different gains and exposure times of different frames in the mosaic, each L2B frame
is divided by a working mode normalization parameter ACali recorded in header ﬁles to normalize the brightness;
then we use the absolute radiation calibration coefﬁcients CRad obtained in preﬂight calibrations to convert
the L2B DN values to radiance as
Is ¼

DN
;
ACali •C Rad

(1)

where CRad (in Sr nm cm2/W) is 5.9365 × 105 for the red channel centered at 640 nm, 5.9796 × 105 for the ﬁrst
green channel centered at 540 nm, 5.8939 × 105 for the second green channel centered at 540 nm, and
5.1837 × 105 for the blue channel centered at 470 nm, respectively.
Since the PCAMs were not equipped with a calibration target, we used solar irradiance to obtain the reﬂectance
(expressed in terms of the reﬂectance factor [Hapke, 2012]) as
rs ¼
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where J(λ) is the solar irradiance reaching
the surface [Gueymard, 2004], S(λ) is the
normalized spectral response of the sensor, and i is the solar zenith angle, respectively. The preﬂight-measured CE3 PCAM
sensor spectral response S(λ), provided
by the payload team, is approximated
by Gaussian functions centered at each
band’s center wavelength.

Figure 3. In situ phase curve at 640 nm and the Hapke model ﬁtting
result. (a) Reﬂectance at 640 nm corresponding to the areas shown in
Figure 2 plotted against phase angle. The dots are the individual reﬂectance
of each pixel and the red line is the average with one standard deviation.
Pixels containing resolvable fragments and tiny craters are excluded. (b) In
situ phase curve at 640 nm and the results of ﬁtting to the nine-parameter
Hapke photometric model.

The retrieved phase curve in reﬂectance in 640 nm is plotted as grey dots
in Figure 3a. Although keeping only
the brightest pixels such as those on
the top envelop of the phase curve
can make the phase curve to have a
higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [e.g.,
Abe et al., 2006] as in the shot-noise
limit the SNR is proportional to the
square root of the signal strength,
keeping all pixels can retain the information of all particles imaged by the
PCAM. It also should be noted that
although the phase angle range
extends to 149° in Figure 2, we only
keep the data below 141° as the images
with phase angles higher than 141°
contain specular reﬂections of the rover
surface (Figure S3 in the supporting information) and have low SNR values. By
averaging the reﬂectance values of pixels
within 1° phase angle range, the ﬁnal
phase curve with one standard deviation
can be obtained, as shown as the red line
in Figure 3a for the 640 nm channel. The
color variations of the phase curve will
be discussed in section 5.

3. Photometric Inversions Using the Hapke Model
Although the accuracy of approximation photometric models especially for high albedo surfaces has been in
debate [e.g., Mishchenko, 1994; Hapke, 1996; Hapke et al., 2009; Zhang and Voss, 2011; Shkuratov et al., 2012;
Hapke, 2013], their closed form permits an easy inversion to infer the physical properties of the regolith. We
used the nine-parameter Hapke model [Hapke, 2012; Hapke et al., 2012] to ﬁt the extracted phase curve using
a nonlinear least squares method. Since the phase-reddening effect is very weak (section 5) and the four
spectral bands are overlapping, we concentrate the quantitative analysis on the red phase curve (640 nm)
shown in Figure 3. The most recent version of the Hapke model expressed in reﬂectance factor is


ϖ 0 μ0e
r s ð μ0 ; μ; αÞ ¼ K
(3)
f½1 þ BS ðαÞPðαÞ þ Hðμ0e =K ÞHð μe =K Þ  1g½1 þ BC ðαÞS i; e; ψθ ;
4μ0 μ0e þ μe
where K is the porosity coefﬁcient, ϖ 0 is the particle single-scattering albedo, μ0e and μe are the effective
cosines of the incident and viewing zenith angles, and
μ0 ¼ cos i;
1

;
Hðx Þ ≈
0x
1  ϖ 0 x r 0 þ 12r
ln 1þx
x
2
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where r0 is the diffusive reﬂectance given by
r0 ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  1  ϖ0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
1 þ 1  ϖ0

The functions BS(α) and BC(α) describe the SHOE and CBOE at small phase angles, respectively, as
BS ðαÞ ¼
BC ðαÞ ¼ BC0

BS0
 ;
1 þ h1S tan α2

1 þ j1  expðζ Þj=ζ

ζ ¼

2j 1 þ ζ j 2

;

tanðα=2Þ
;
hC



and S i; e; ψθ is the surface roughness factor with an average subpixel surface slope angle θ [Hapke, 2012]. The
single-particle scattering phase function P(α) can be approximated by a two-parameter Henyey-Greenstein
phase function as
PðαÞ ¼

1þc
1  b2
1c
1  b2
þ
;



3=2
2 1  2b cos α þ b2
2 1 þ 2b cos α þ b2 3=2

(4)

where b and c are empirical parameters. At rather small ϖ 0 (the lunar case) the normal albedo An of a
planetary surface may be approximated by the Hapke parameters as
ϖ0
An ≈
ð1 þ BS0 Þð1 þ BC0 ÞPð0Þ;
(5)
8
where P(0) is single-scattering phase function at zero phase angle. The ﬁtting parameters used in this work
are thus K, ϖ 0, b, c, BS0, hS, BC0, hC, and θ and their interpretations are brieﬂy outlined below.
For equant particles much larger than radiation wavelength, K may be expressed in terms of the ﬁlling factor ϕ as


ln 1  1:209ϕ 2=3
:
(6)
K ¼
1:209ϕ 2=3
The single-scattering albedo ϖ 0 is the ratio of the particle scattering efﬁciency and extinction efﬁciency and
can approach 1 for nearly nonabsorbing grains and several percent for charcoal black materials. Parameters b
and c control the backscattering or forward scattering nature of a single scatter. The parameter BS0 is a measure of the transparency feature of the scatter and is 1 for totally opaque grains and close to 0 for transparent
grains. The parameter hS is closely related to the regolith ﬁlling factor ϕ and size distribution N(d). For the typical
lunar regolith with a power law size distribution N(d) ~ d 4 [McKay et al., 1974], hS is given by


ln 1  1:209ϕ 2=3
hS ≈  0:537
(7)
ϕ 1=3 ;
lnðdl =ds Þ
where dl and ds are the largest and smallest grain sizes, respectively [Hapke, 2012]. The physical meaning of
BC0 is still in debate and it is probably related to the brightness of the surface. The parameter hC is related to
the photon transport mean free path ΛT through [Hapke, 2012]
ΛT ∼

λ
;
4πhC

(8)

where λ is the radiation wavelength. Since equation (8) has only been quantitatively veriﬁed for colloidal
suspensions of well-separated spherical particles but not for media of closely packed irregular particles such as
the lunar regolith, ΛT is only used to estimate the order of magnitude of the average distance between
particles and hence the average particle size responsible for the coherent backscattering (CBS) effect. The
slope angle θ describes the subpixel roughness feature of a terrain. In general, resurfacing processes such as
volcanism and dust blowing would smooth a surface while frequent meteorite bombardment would roughen
a surface. By using the Apollo Lunar Surface Closeup Camera pictures of the lunar surface, Helfenstein
and Shepard [1999] have estimated that the average RMS slope angles for lunar highland and mare regolith
are θ = 27 ± 1° and θ = 24 ± 1°, respectively. Although the study area in this work is very ﬂat with maximum
JIN ET AL.
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elevation ﬂuctuations less than 1 m as evidenced by the DEM data (Figure 1b), the subpixel roughness term with
the average slope angle θ is included as this term may operate down to millimeter or smaller levels.
The nine-parameter model given by equation (3) is highly nonlinear except for ϖ 0 and at least some of the
parameters are sensitive to the initial guess values in the ﬁtting. To avoid ambiguous and unphysical
results as much as possible, we followed the approach used by Hapke et al. [2012] and the detailed
procedures are given in the supporting information. The ﬁnal ﬁtting results are as follows: ϖ 0 ¼ 0:19þ0:1
0:3 ,
þ1°
þ0:16
þ0:3
þ0:15
b = 0.30 ± 0.1, c ¼ 0:08þ0:12
,
K
¼
1:47
,
θ
¼
17°
,
B
¼
0:52
,
h
=
0.059
±
0.01,
B
¼
0:47
S0
C0
S
0:08
0:07
0:2
0:17 ,
6°
hC = 0.12 ± 0.01, and An ¼ 0:15þ0
.
The
plain
numbers
indicate
the
best
ﬁtting
values
and
the
upper
and
0:05
lower bounds indicate the possible ranges of values estimated from Figure S5 in the supporting information. The ﬁtting result is displayed in Figure 3b. The obtained normal albedo An is close to that observed in
lunar maria at 640 nm from the Earth [Velikodsky et al., 2011]. The hC value implies, through equation (8),
that the particles responsible for the CBOE are ~0.4 μm, corresponding to submicroscopic dust grains present
in the landing area, though observational data show that CBOE should be small for such dark surfaces
[Shkuratov et al., 2012; Kaydash et al., 2013a]. By using equations (6) and (7), the ﬁlling factor ϕ corresponding
to K = 1.47 is 0.32, and the ratio of the largest and smallest particle diameters dl/ds corresponding to hS ~ 0.059 is
~180. If we assume the smallest grains that can cast shadows are 20 μm, the largest particles responsible for the
SHOE effect are ~4 mm. The derived ﬁlling factor value, 0:32þ0:11
0:05, is smaller than the best estimate value of the
Apollo in situ measurement for depth range 0–15 cm, 0.48 ± 0.02, [Carrier et al., 1991], and is thus plausible as
the topmost layers that visible radiation can penetrate should be more porous. Compared with the average
mare region (24 ± 1°), the lower θ value (11°–18°) retrieved indicates the smoother nature of the landing site.
This result is consistent with the smoother surfaces blown by landing spacecraft as revealed by phase ratio
imagery [Shkuratov et al., 2011, 2013].

4. Comparisons With Spaceborne Measurements
Compared with our in situ phase curve analysis which used a nine-parameter Hapke model, most workers
working on lunar and asteroid photometry have used a more simpliﬁed version. For example, Hapke et al.
[2012] assumed c = 1, K = 1, and S = 1 in equation (3) in analyzing the LRO Wide Angle Camera (WAC) data
by arguing that the forward scattering lobe is absent within the 120° phase angle range of the data set they
used and for the nadir-viewing WAC sensor the roughness effect can be ignored; Sato et al. [2014] mapped
the Hapke parameters over the Moon by using a SHOE-only version with further simpliﬁcations by correlating
BS0 with ϖ 0 and relating b with c through an empirical relationship (“Hockey stick,” equation (9) below) and
thus their model is essentially a three-parameter version of equation (3). Most workers analyzing photometric
data of dark asteroids (e.g., 1 Ceres) ignore the coherent backscattering enhancement effect in the Hapke
model and assume a backscattering phase function, thus leaving only ﬁve parameters (ϖ0, b, BS0, hS, and θ)
in equation (3) [e.g., Li et al., 2006]. It thus would be instructive to use a SHOE-only version and compare
the current in situ results with remote measurements such as that done by Sato et al. [2014] using the LRO
data. By using the ﬁve-parameter version of equation (3) (ϖ 0, b, c, BS0, and hS) and ﬁxing θ = 23.4° as Sato
et al. [2014] did, we obtained: ϖ 0 = 0.33 ± 0.00, b = 0.32 ± 0.01, c = 0.17 ± 0.02, BS0 = 1.28 ± 0.07, and
hS = 0.03 ± 0.01. The reason that we did not use the Hockey Stick relation
c ¼ 3:29e17:4b  0:908;
2

(9)

to derive c from b is that we would not make a prior assumption that the b and c values retrieved from the
current in situ phase curve should fall into the known b and c library values based on which equation (9)
was derived. We also did not use the correlation between ϖ 0 and BS0 derived by Sato et al. [2014] as their
phase angle range is within 97°, while our data reaches out to 141°. Comparison of our results with Sato
et al.’s average maria results (Table S2 in the supporting information) shows that (1) our ϖ 0 value, 0.33, is
larger than their value 0.24, indicating that we are seeing brighter grains in the landing site; (2) our b and c
values are very close to the typical highland crystalline and mare crystalline in the Hockey stick graph; (3) our
hS value 0.03 is smaller than the average maria value of 0.05, indicating we are seeing a broader size
distribution in the in situ phase curve; (4) our smaller BS0 value 1.28, as compared to the much larger BS0 value
2.0 for the average maria region, may indicate we are seeing more transparent grains. The ﬁve-parameter
Hapke model ﬁtting also implies that the SHOE alone may not completely account for the OE as the BS0 value
JIN ET AL.
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is larger than 1. Thus, the effect of coherent backscattering enhancement should
be present in the opposition spike in the
CE3 landing site or the model is not
entirely adequate [Shkuratov et al., 2012].

5. Phase-Reddening Effect
Since many regions of the lunar surface
have been found to exhibit a prominent
phase-reddening effect when observed
from space, i.e., shorter wavelength
phase curves are steeper than the
longer wavelength ones [e.g., Kaydash
et al., 2010, 2013a], it would be interesting to see if the in situ phase curve has
this effect or not. The extracted in situ
phase curves in three different colors
are shown in Figure 4. It is seen that
the red reﬂectance has the highest
values while the blue one is the lowest
and when normalized to 2° phase angle,
the three colors reﬂectance almost lay
on top of each other, though the blue
curve is about 6% steeper than the red
one at phase angle 100° as shown in
Figure 4c. The weakness of the phasereddening effect observed by the
PCAMs can be related to the broad and
overlapping spectral responses of the
Figure 4. Phase curves in different colors and color ratios, red (640 nm),
three color bands [Ren et al., 2014]
green (the average of two 540 nm channels), and blue (470 nm).
which could have averaged this effect
(a) Reﬂectance, (b) reﬂectance normalized at 2° phase angle, and
out. The oscillating structures shown in
(c) ratios of red over blue and green over blue. The error bars are not
shown here for clarity.
Figure 4c were found to be caused by
uncertainties of the inner and exterior
orientation elements recorded in the PCAM image header ﬁles and the retrieved viewing zenith angles have
similar oscillating behavior (Figure S6 and supporting information). The resultant uncertainty in the retrieved
emergence angle and phase angle is about 1°. Nevertheless, it appears that the phase-reddening effect is present in the in situ phase curve. Earlier, this was found in photometric laboratory measurements of lunar samples [Shkuratov et al., 1996]. We did not detect the color opposition effect that points out to the existence of
coherent backscattering enhancement [Shkuratov et al., 2011; Kaydash et al., 2013a].

6. Summary and Conclusions
We have extracted the ﬁrst in situ lunar phase curve since the Apollo era and performed the photometric
inversions to infer the regolith physical properties. To the best of our knowledge, the current in situ phase
curve has covered larger phase angle range, up to 141°, as compared with previous Apollo in situ [Pohn
et al., 1969; Rennilson et al., 1968] and modern spaceborne measurements [e.g., Hapke et al., 2012; Sato
et al., 2014]. This has enabled us to perform reliable photometric inversions, and we have found that the lunar
regolith does have a forward lobe in the single-scattering phase function and the coherent backscattering
may exist in the relatively brighter mare regions. Comparisons of the ground-truth measurement with spaceborne phase curve measurements show that the grains in the landing site are brighter, more transparent, and
appear to be better crystallized than the average maria basaltic grains. These results are also consistent with
the spectroscopic results that show the in situ data have stronger mineral absorption features than the
remote measurements [Zhang et al., 2015]. We demonstrated that in situ measurements are very important
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as they can reveal surface features that are not detected by orbital measurements. The current phase curve
can be used as the ground-truth validations of any future spaceborne phase curve measurement over the
landing site region.
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